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Deliverable D3.3

Overview

This report accompanies the software packages containing the components described in Deliverable D3.2, i.e., the SLAM and localization system and the 3D processing packages. The report
is intended to provide an overview of the software, which is stored in the Gitlab repository of
the TrimBot2020 project. For an algorithmical description of the individual components and
their experimental evaluation, please see Deliverable D3.2.
The software described in this deliverable consists of two parts: The SLAM package is
responsible to build a sparse 3D map of the garden and to localize the TrimBot in the garden
using this map. The resulting robot poses, as well as the images captured by the cameras
mounted on the TrimBot, form the input to the 3D Data Processing package. This package
computes depth maps from the input images and generates dense 3D models of the garden. In
the following, we provide a brief overview over the two packages. More details can be found
in the README files provided by the individual components. For a detailed description of the
messages exchanged by the individual components, please see Deliverable D3.1.

2

SLAM

The SLAM package (see Sec. 2 in Deliverable D3.2) is available in the TrimBot2020 gitlab
repository under TrimBot2020/SLAM1 . The package consists of two parts: gcslam (Generalized Camera SLAM) is the actual implementation of the SLAM system, including the
localization sub-system. gcslam ros implements a ROS [1] node that provides the input to
gcslam and provides the camera poses and 3D map estimated by gcslam to other processes
such as the 3D Data Processing package.
gcslam is based on the COLMAP [2–4] Structure-from-Motion library. The package
provides the options to either create a 3D map from scratch or to use an existing map for
localization (by setting the map path flag). In addition, it provides various flags that control
the parameters of the SLAM and localization algorithms, including an option for high-quality
(offline) reconstruction via the --offline reconstruction parameter and an option for
visualization (via the --visualization flag). Detailed instructions on how to compile,
configure, and launch gcslam in the context of the TrimBot2020 project are provided in the
README file of the software package.
The gcslam ros package includes the gcslam package and acts as a wrapper. Besides
providing automatic compilation of the gcslam system, the package integrates the gcslam
pipeline into the ROS system used in the TrimBot2020 project. The package provides multiple
launch files, including files for online operation (run live.launch) and processing bag
files (run bagfile.launch). Instructions on installing the package and the package’s
parameters are provided in its README file.
For simplicity we collect all code in the SLAM repository, which contains both the ROS
wrapper of gcslam ros and the gcslam package. This is intended to be compiled as the
gcslam ros ROS node, but gcslam can still be compiled independently and without ROS
by following the instructions in the respective subfolder’s README file.
1

https://gitlab.inf.ed.ac.uk/TrimBot2020/SLAM
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3D Data Processing

The 3D Data Processing package is available in the TrimBot2020 gitlab repository under
TrimBot2020/Proc3D2 . The 3D Data Processing package provides different functionality used by the components from Deliverable D3.2:
• SceneFlowALUF3 and StereoALUF4 provide functionality for estimating scene flow
and disparity maps from images. The packages include the “DispNet” neural network
architecture [5] used to estimate disparity maps from stereo images (see Sec. 3.2 in
Deliverable D3.2).
• InstantFusion5 implements a fusion algorithm that merges disparity maps estimated
by DispNet and the FPGA SGM stereo approach.
• LocalFusion6 provides functionality to register dense 3D point clouds estimated by
the sensing capabilities of the robot. This package is intended to provide both a set of
robot poses and a dense 3D point cloud of the garden (see Sec. 4.2 in Deliverable D3.2).
• GlobalFusion7 implements a volumetric fusion approach that takes multiple disparity
maps (and their corresponding known poses) and integrates them into a volumetric garden
representation. GlobalFusion also provides functionality for extracting a 3D mesh
from the volumetric representation (see Sec. 4.3 in Deliverable D3.2).
The individual parts will be discussed in the following.

3.1

SceneFlowALUF and StereoALUF

A detailed description of the functionality and the software package was provided in Deliverable
D5.2.

3.2

InstantFusion

The InstantFusion provides three ROS nodes that perform the fusion of FPGA stereo and
DispNet disparity maps:
• edin sfgan super implements the SDF-MAN approach [6] that uses a deep neural
network to fuse both types of disparity maps.
• edin disparity view produces colored disparity maps intended for visualization.
• edin instant fusion pipeline provides a launch file for the complete fusion
pipeline.
2

https://gitlab.inf.ed.ac.uk/TrimBot2020/Proc3D
https://gitlab.inf.ed.ac.uk/TrimBot2020/Proc3D/tree/master/SceneFlowALUF
4
https://gitlab.inf.ed.ac.uk/TrimBot2020/Proc3D/tree/master/StereoALUF
5
https://gitlab.inf.ed.ac.uk/TrimBot2020/Proc3D/tree/master/InstantFusion
6
https://gitlab.inf.ed.ac.uk/TrimBot2020/Proc3D/tree/master/LocalFusion
7
https://gitlab.inf.ed.ac.uk/TrimBot2020/Proc3D/tree/master/GlobalFusion
3
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The package subscribes to the image stream of the multi-camera system mounted on the
base of the robot and the disparity maps estimated by FPGA stereo and DispNet. It publishes
the fused disparity maps (local fusion disparity) and their uncertainties (local
fusion disparity uncertainty). In addition, it publishes an image stream (local
fusion vis) intended for visualization.

3.3

LocalFusion

The LocalFusion package implements the DUGMA algorithm [7] that is able to temporally
fuse dense point clouds through rigid alignment. The package implements three ROS nodes:
• edin pcl reg dugma implements the actual DUGMA approach.
• edin dispmap to pcl provides functionality to convert disparity maps into the point
clouds used by DUGMA.
• edin local fusion pipeline provides a launch file for the complete pipeline.
The package subscribes to the images provided by the camera system as well as the point
clouds provided by the InstantFusion package. It publishes the resulting aligned point
clouds (local fusion pcl2) and the poses defining the alignment (local fusion rel
pose dugma).

3.4

GlobalFusion

The GlobalFusion package implements a multi-scale fusion of disparity maps with known
associated poses into a volumetric scene representation. The package subscribes to fused
local point clouds and poses (local fusion pcl2, local fusion rel pose dugma)
and global localization poses (gcslam pose). The package publishes both the volumetric representation (global fusion volume) and a 3D mesh extracted from the volume
(global fusion surface).

3.5

Additional Functionality

The 3D Data Processing package also provides additional functionality used in Deliverable D3.5 but not in D3.2:
• PoseFusion8 implements an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) for fusing the robot pose
estimates provided by gcslam, wheel odometry, and IMU integration.
• aluf deeptam9 implements the DeepTAM algorithm used for tracking the motion of
the arm as part of Workpackage 4.
Details on both the Pose Fusion and DeepTAM are provided in Deliverable D3.5.
8
9

https://gitlab.inf.ed.ac.uk/TrimBot2020/Proc3D/tree/master/PoseFusion
https://gitlab.inf.ed.ac.uk/TrimBot2020/Proc3D/tree/master/aluf_deeptam
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